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BARREL FOAM. Gently, safe and efficient cleaning of barrel of your gun. Special foam from RifleCX creating a
cleaning effect of your barrel. Made in special way not to spend additional time of owner for barrel cleaning and
not to damage your handgun barrel. 

GUN CLEANER. Safe and efficient instrument to clean sand, old dirt, burnet powder and used lubrication oil from
inside of your gun (mechanisms as well) and quick cleaning of your gun from outside. High compressed degreasing
fluid just washes away all dirt from internal and external parts of you gun in really short period of time.

COMPRESSED AIR. Smart and easy way to blow out all wet, send, dust and extra fluids from internal and external
parts of you gun. Replaces the use of an air compressor both at home and in the field use.

TEFLON SPRAY. Doctor Teflon will help heal all scratches, scuffs and roughness on both metal and wood or plastic
of your gun. Special formula of Teflon fluid will lubricate and protect internal and external parts of your gun and
barrel from rust, water, dirt and helps to keep your gun in good shape for many years.

CLP OIL. Special synthetic gun oil will protect and lubricate all heavy duty parts of your gun that moving in
process of shooting and reloading. Together with Teflon our Oil show great results of lubricating and keeping your
gun in good condition for years.

MILITARY SOAP. Clinically tested preparation with proven heavy metal removal properties. It can be used on the
hands, the whole body and even hair. In addition, it has been enriched with moisturizing substances that provide
the skin with proper protection, without drying it and giving it a velvety smoothness.

HANDGUN CARE SET CONTENTS

INTRO
When writing about caring for firearms, we must
realize that it is an ordinary mechanical tool. Just as
we do not drive 100,000 km in a car without
inspection, we do not shoot for 2 years without
cleaning and maintenance. 
Neglecting the weapon results in the necessity to use
more corrosive substances or mechanical devices for
removing dirt, which may result in damage to the
oxides or the barrel.

This User Manual created especially for you, our dear
clients! 
RifleCX use best practices of chemical industry from
CX-80 to bring you all best and most efficient
practices of cleaning, maintenance and care of your
firearms, knives, etc. 
Remember, that maximum efficiency can be reached
only by using this instructions step by step only. 
In other cases your result can be unsatisfying and we
are taking no responsibility for that. 

ABOUT

RifleCX appreciate your choice of using of our cleaning
systems. We hope that using of wide range of our
great, high-end products will bring you satisfaction
and keeps your weapons and armor in perfect
condition all time of using of our care systems.

REGARDS

Tomasz KołomyjskiTomasz Kołomyjski
CEO of RifleCX

HANDGUN CARE SET
SET made specially to care and clean your handguns
(pistols, revolvers). This SET gives you all tools to
clean, lubricate and care about you handgun for future
years without any issues and with guaranteed safeties
for your handgun, high efficiency of cleaning and
maintaining of your pistol/revolver. SET is well
balanced and have all best products of RifleCX for
handguns.

SAFETY NOTICE!
Make sure that your firearm is unloaded and safe
for cleaning. Make sure that firearm have no
bullets/rounds inside receiver, chamber and clip. 
Take clip away from your firearm. Use protective
glasses and gloves in process of gun cleaning. Don't
smoke in process of using RifleCX cleaners. Don't use
RifleCX cleaners near open fire. Some RifleCX
products are HIGH  FLAMMABLE!
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TAKE YOUR GUN APART
Open your handgun. Remove the receiver of your
pistol, take barrel off and the bolt guide as well.
Put the body of the pistol apart.

1. Use COMPRESSED AIR (shake it for 10 sec before
use) to blow out all extra dirt from all parts of
your gun before general cleaning.

2. Shake the bottle of BARREL FOAM for 30
seconds, put the white tube on the spout of the
can. Take the barrel of you pistol, from front side –
close the barrel with your finger and spray the
BARREL FOAM inside the barrel through white
tube until FOAM starts to go back and you can see
it. Leave the barrel with BARREL FOAM inside for
10 minutes.

3. Take GUN CLEANER, shake it for 10 seconds. Give
a good spay to internal part of the pistol body,
until all visual dirt goes out. Don’t be afraid to
spray a lot and to spray on mechanisms, springs,
etc – it will not do any damage. If you see some
really heavy dirt, that doesn’t want to go out after
first spray – wait for 60 seconds and spray again.
If it still doesn’t help - use special soft or hard gun
brush for final cleaning. After all dirt gone – use
towel for final cleaning. If you see some fluid that
left inside pistol – spray it out with COMPRESSED
AIR (don’t forget to shake it for 10 seconds before
using). Do same operation with other internal
parts of your pistol (both - guide and receiver). 

4. Use GUN CLEANER to clean external parts of your
pistol (if its needed) in same way as internal parts.

5. Take TEFLON SPRAY (shake it for 10 seconds) and
spray it on all internal parts of your pistol. Wait for
30 seconds after spaying and use towel to get rid of
extra fluid. You can use COMPRESSED AIR as well. 
6. After 10 minutes take a barrel and spray inside
with TEFLON SPRAY trough red tube on the bottle.
Use special gun sponge or wire to clean out dirt that
is left inside barrel. Make visual check of barrel from
inside. If barrel still dirty – use BARREL FOAM one
more time in same way and then spray it one more
time with TEFLON SPRAY. Use special gun sponge or
wire to clean out dirt that is left inside.

7. Spray all external parts of your pistol same way
with TEFLON SPRAY and use towel and COMPESSED
AIR (if needed).

8. Take CLP OIL and use one or two drops for each
spring and mechanism. Also put one drop at a time
with an interval of 3-5 centimeters on the inside of
the receiver (traffic rails). Cover all barrel with thin
layer of oil – make 5-7 drops on barrel and spread the
oil evenly over the surface.

9. Put your gun back together and 10 times distort
the receiver.

10. Now YOU are ready to roll!Scan QR code with your phone for VIDEO
instruction on RifleCX YouTube Channel
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HANDGUN

C A R E  S E T
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TAKE YOUR GUN APART
Open your handgun. Remove the receiver of your
pistol, take barrel off and the bolt guide as well.
Put the body of the pistol apart.

1. Use COMPRESSED AIR (shake it for 10 sec before
use) to blow out all extra dirt from all parts of
your gun before general cleaning.

2. Shake the bottle of BARREL FOAM for 30
seconds, put the white tube on the spout of the
can. Take the barrel of you revolver, from front
side – close the barrel with your finger and spray
the BARREL FOAM inside the barrel through white
tube until foam starts to go back and you can see
it. Leave the barrel with BARREL FOAM inside for
10 minutes.

3. Take GUN CLEANER, shake it for 10 seconds. Give
a good spay to internal part of the revolver body
and cylinder (drum), until all visual dirt goes out.
Don’t be afraid to spray a lot and to spray on
mechanisms, springs, etc – it will not do any
damage. If you see some really heavy dirt, that
doesn’t want to go out after first spray – wait for
60 seconds and spray again. If it still doesn’t help
- use special soft or hard gun brush for final
cleaning. After all dirt gone – use towel for final
cleaning. If you see some fluid that left inside
revolver – spray it out with COMPRESSED AIR
(don’t forget to shake it for 5 seconds before
using). Do same operation with other internal
parts of your revolver. 

4. Use GUN CLEANER to clean external parts of your
revolver (if its needed) in same way as internal parts.

5. Take TEFLON SPRAY (shake it for 10 seconds) and
spray it on all internal parts of your revolver. Wait
for 30 seconds after spaying and use towel to get rid
of extra fluid. You can use COMPRESSED AIR as well. 

6. After 10 minutes take a barrel and spray inside
with TEFLON SPRAY trough red tube on the bottle.
Use special gun sponge or wire to clean out dirt that
is left inside barrel. Make visual check of barrel from
inside. If barrel still dirty – use BARREL FOAM one
more time in same way and then spray it one more
time with TEFLON SPRAY. Use special gun sponge or
wire to clean out dirt that is left inside.

7. Spray all external parts of your revolver same way
and use towel and COMPESSED AIR (if needed).

8. Take CLP OIL and use one or two drops for each
spring and mechanism. 

9. Put your gun back together and now your gun
looks like new.

10. Now YOU are ready to roll!

Scan QR code with your phone for VIDEO
instruction on RifleCX YouTube Channel



SHOTGUN CARE SET CONTENTS
BARREL FOAM. Gently, safe and efficient cleaning of barrel of your gun. Special foam from RifleCX creating a cleaning effect of
your barrel. Made in special way not to spend additional time of owner for barrel cleaning and not to damage your handgun
barrel. 

GUN CLEANER. Safe and efficient instrument to clean sand, old dirt, burnet powder and used lubrication oil from inside of your
gun (mechanisms as well) and quick cleaning of your gun from outside. High compressed degreasing fluid just washes away all dirt
from internal and external parts of you gun in really short period of time.

COMPRESSED AIR. Smart and easy way to blow out all wet, send, dust and extra fluids from internal and external parts of you
gun. Replaces the use of an air compressor both at home and in the field use.

TEFLON SPRAY. Doctor Teflon will help heal all scratches, scuffs and roughness on both metal and wood or plastic of your gun.
Special formula of Teflon fluid will lubricate and protect internal and external parts of your gun and barrel from rust, water, dirt
and helps to keep your gun in good shape for many years.

CLP OIL. Special synthetic gun oil will protect and lubricate all heavy duty parts of your gun that moving in process of shooting
and reloading. Together with Teflon our Oil show great results of lubricating and keeping your gun in good condition for years.

GRAPHITE SPRAY. A lubricant for securing threads exposed to extremely high temperatures.It is perfect for lubricating the thread
of the external part of the barrel - thanks to this you will avoid "seizing" of the compensator or silencer. It can also be used for
spraying the threads of compensator or silencer.

MILITARY SOAP. Clinically tested preparation with proven heavy metal removal properties. It can be used on the hands, the whole
body and even hair. In addition, it has been enriched with moisturizing substances that provide the skin with proper protection,
without drying it and giving it a velvety smoothness.

INTRO
When writing about caring for firearms, we must
realize that it is an ordinary mechanical tool. Just as
we do not drive 100,000 km in a car without
inspection, we do not shoot for 2 years without
cleaning and maintenance. 
Neglecting the weapon results in the necessity to use
more corrosive substances or mechanical devices for
removing dirt, which may result in damage to the
oxides or the barrel.

This User Manual created especially for you, our dear
clients! 
RifleCX use best practices of chemical industry from
CX-80 to bring you all best and most efficient
practices of cleaning, maintenance and care of your
firearms, knives, etc. 
Remember, that maximum efficiency can be reached
only by using this instructions step by step only. 
In other cases your result can be unsatisfying and we
are taking no responsibility for that. 

ABOUT

RifleCX appreciate your choice of using of our cleaning
systems. We hope that using of wide range of our
great, high-end products will bring you satisfaction
and keeps your weapons and armor in perfect
condition all time of using of our care systems.

REGARDS

Tomasz KołomyjskiTomasz Kołomyjski
CEO of RifleCX

SHOTGUN SET
SET made specially to care and clean your shotguns
and smoothbore hunting rifles. This SET gives you all
tools to clean, lubricate and care about you gun for
future years without any issues and with guaranteed
safeties for your handgun, high efficiency of cleaning
and maintaining of your shotgun. SET is well balanced
and have all best products of RifleCX for smoothbore
shotguns and huntig rifles.

SAFETY NOTICE!
Make sure that your firearm is unloaded and safe
for cleaning. Make sure that firearm have no
bullets/rounds inside receiver, chamber and clip. 
Take clip away from your firearm. Use protective
glasses and gloves in process of gun cleaning. Don't
smoke in process of using RifleCX cleaners. Don't use
RifleCX cleaners near open fire. Some RifleCX
products are HIGH  FLAMMABLE!
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If you have a compensator or a silencer, remove it before
cleaning.
If your weapon has an external thread at the end of the
barrel, clean it with GUN CLEANER. After cleaning, wipe
off any residual fluid with a cloth.
Use GUN CLEANER to clean the crown of the barrel and
the chamber. If the dirt is stubborn, use a brass brush.
After cleaning, wipe the cleaned elements with a cloth.
Clean the barrel with BARREL FOAM (put the tube on the
foam applicator, insert the tube into the barrel so that it
reaches the barrel crown, plug the barrel outlet with the
applicator tip with your finger, then apply the foam
evenly by sliding the tube from the side of the cartridge
chamber).
Place the barrel or frame of the weapon so that the
barrel remains horizontal. If your weapon has a gas pipe,
flood it as well. Remember that the BARREL FOAM
should work for a minimum of 10 minutes (in the case of
the pipe 15).
After 10 minutes, remove any remaining foam with
TEFLON SPRAY. It will leave a thin layer of Teflon in the
barrel.
Use felt cleaners to dry the barrel. Remember to insert
the rod from the side of the cartridge chamber whenever
possible. After wiping the barrel, discard the used cleaner
and take out the ramrod. If the 3rd wiper is not clean,
pour the foam into the barrel again.
After removing the dirt, wipe the barrel outside (if
possible). This will avoid rubbing the barrel and the gun
will work more efficiently. Remember to keep the
chamber dry - use COMPRESSED AIR on the Weapons.

TAKE YOUR GUN APART
Make sure that your firearm is unloaded and safe
for cleaning. Make sure that firearm have no
bullets inside receiver, chamber and clip. 

BARELL

Remove carbon deposits and dirt with GUN CLEANER.
If the weapon is cleaned regularly, thanks to the high pressure and the
right composition, the GUN CLEANER should rinse out any dirt.
In the case of strong and baked dirt, spray the surface with GUN
CLEANER and wait 30 seconds for it to start to dissolve the dirt. Then
use a brass brush.
Use the cloth to wipe off any remaining dirt and GUN CLEANER.
Spray the whole thing with TEFLON SPRAY. Original Teflon prevents
corrosion and fills micro-damages in metal. It is safe for plastic and
wood.
Wipe the gun gently with a cloth. Remove excess funds from sensitive
places (firing pin chamber, extractor claw) with compressed air to the
weapon.
If you need to preserve the weapon for a long time, do not wipe the
TEFLON SPRAY with a cloth - a thicker layer of the original Teflon will
remain on the weapon, protecting the weapon against corrosion and
repairing microdamage in the metal.
In the case of long arms, all working parts of the weapon (exposed to
friction) should be lubricated with TEFLON GREASE.
In the AK type rifle, lubricate the gas piston and the lock with TEFLON
GREASE - after shooting, remove the dirt and grease with a cloth.
Use GUN CLEANER to remove dirt from the thread, barrel crown and
compensator. Clean the muffler with SILENCER CLEANER. Use
GRAPHITE SPRAY on the thread to prevent sintering of the barrel and
compensator threads.

A gun bought in a store should be depreserved - the same process as
for cleaning.
Use agents dedicated to firearms. The RiflecCX - Gun Care System
guarantees you the widest range of top quality products.
It is best to clean the weapon after each shooting. It will take you 10
minutes using the RifleCX - Gun Care System.
There is no means "for everything" - if something cleans it properly, it
does not preserve it, and vice versa. The cleaning process includes,
among others, degreasing and the maintenance - application of fatty
substances - it cannot be done simultaneously.
Remove the compensator and silencer - after each shooting, cleaning
and protection against sintering with the barrel are required.
Always protect your firearm from corrosion with TEFLON SPRAY. If you
don't clean your gun without time in same way and then spray it one
more time with TEFLON SPRAY. Use special gun sponge or wire to clean
out dirt that is left inside.
Put your gun back together and 10 times distort the receiver.
Now your gun looks like new and you are ready to roll. 

OTHER WEAPON ELEMENTS

REMEMBER

Scan QR code with your phone for VIDEO
instruction on RifleCX YouTube Channel



RIFLE CARE SET CONTENTS
BARREL FOAM. Gently, safe and efficient cleaning of barrel of your gun. Special foam from RifleCX creating a cleaning effect of your barrel.
Made in special way not to spend additional time of owner for barrel cleaning and not to damage your handgun barrel. 

GUN CLEANER. Safe and efficient instrument to clean sand, old dirt, burnet powder and used lubrication oil from inside of your gun
(mechanisms as well) and quick cleaning of your gun from outside. High compressed degreasing fluid just washes away all dirt from internal
and external parts of you gun in really short period of time.

COMPRESSED AIR. Smart and easy way to blow out all wet, send, dust and extra fluids from internal and external parts of you gun.
Replaces the use of an air compressor both at home and in the field use.

TEFLON SPRAY. Doctor Teflon will help heal all scratches, scuffs and roughness on both metal and wood or plastic of your gun. Special
formula of Teflon fluid will lubricate and protect internal and external parts of your gun and barrel from rust, water, dirt and helps to keep
your gun in good shape for many years.

TEFLON GREASE. Riflecx grease is recommended for long guns - thanks to the grease your weapon works smoothly and its wear is very
limited. It reduces friction, protects against corrosion and, above all, facilitates cleaning by preventing the carbon deposits from sticking to
metal parts. Riflecx, as one of the few manufacturers in the world, uses the original DuPont Telfon® and not Chinese substitutes. Thanks to
this, you can be sure that your weapon is covered with a product of the highest quality, which allows for trouble-free operation at low (up
to -60 ° C) and very high temperatures while maintaining an unchanged form.

GRAPHITE SPRAY. A lubricant for securing threads exposed to extremely high temperatures.It is perfect for lubricating the thread of the
external part of the barrel - thanks to this you will avoid "seizing" of the compensator or silencer. It can also be used for spraying the
threads of compensator or silencer.

MILITARY SOAP. Clinically tested preparation with proven heavy metal removal properties. It can be used on the hands, the whole body and
even hair. In addition, it has been enriched with moisturizing substances that provide the skin with proper protection, without drying it and
giving it a velvety smoothness.

INTRO
When writing about caring for firearms, we must
realize that it is an ordinary mechanical tool. Just as
we do not drive 100,000 km in a car without
inspection, we do not shoot for 2 years without
cleaning and maintenance. 
Neglecting the weapon results in the necessity to use
more corrosive substances or mechanical devices for
removing dirt, which may result in damage to the
oxides or the barrel.

This User Manual created especially for you, our dear
clients! 
RifleCX use best practices of chemical industry from
CX-80 to bring you all best and most efficient
practices of cleaning, maintenance and care of your
firearms, knives, etc. 
Remember, that maximum efficiency can be reached
only by using this instructions step by step only. 
In other cases your result can be unsatisfying and we
are taking no responsibility for that. 

ABOUT

RifleCX appreciate your choice of using of our cleaning
systems. We hope that using of wide range of our
great, high-end products will bring you satisfaction
and keeps your weapons and armor in perfect
condition all time of using of our care systems.

REGARDS

Tomasz KołomyjskiTomasz Kołomyjski
CEO of RifleCX

RIFLE SET
SET made specially to care and clean your rifles (single
action, semi-automatic and automatic). This SET gives
you all tools to clean, lubricate and care about you
rifle for future years without any issues and with
guaranteed safeties for your rifle, high efficiency of
cleaning and maintaining of your pistol/revolver. SET
is well balanced and have all best products of RifleCX
for rifles.

SAFETY NOTICE!
Make sure that your firearm is unloaded and safe
for cleaning. Make sure that firearm have no
bullets/rounds inside receiver, chamber and clip. 
Take clip away from your firearm. Use protective
glasses and gloves in process of gun cleaning. Don't
smoke in process of using RifleCX cleaners. Don't use
RifleCX cleaners near open fire. Some RifleCX
products are HIGH  FLAMMABLE!
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If you have a compensator or a silencer, remove it before
cleaning.
If your weapon has an external thread at the end of the
barrel, clean it with GUN CLEANER. After cleaning, wipe
off any residual fluid with a cloth.
Use GUN CLEANER to clean the crown of the barrel and
the chamber. If the dirt is stubborn, use a brass brush.
After cleaning, wipe the cleaned elements with a cloth.
Clean the barrel with BARREL FOAM (put the tube on the
foam applicator, insert the tube into the barrel so that it
reaches the barrel crown, plug the barrel outlet with the
applicator tip with your finger, then apply the foam
evenly by sliding the tube from the side of the cartridge
chamber).
Place the barrel or frame of the weapon so that the
barrel remains horizontal. If your weapon has a gas pipe,
flood it as well. Remember that the BARREL FOAM
should work for a minimum of 10 minutes (in the case of
the pipe 15).
After 10 minutes, remove any remaining foam with
TEFLON SPRAY. It will leave a thin layer of Teflon in the
barrel.
Use felt cleaners to dry the barrel. Remember to insert
the rod from the side of the cartridge chamber whenever
possible. After wiping the barrel, discard the used cleaner
and take out the ramrod. If the 3rd wiper is not clean,
pour the foam into the barrel again.
After removing the dirt, wipe the barrel outside (if
possible). This will avoid rubbing the barrel and the gun
will work more efficiently. Remember to keep the
chamber dry - use COMPRESSED AIR on the Weapons.

TAKE YOUR GUN APART
Make sure that your firearm is unloaded and safe
for cleaning. Make sure that firearm have no
bullets inside receiver, chamber and clip. 

BARELL

Remove carbon deposits and dirt with GUN CLEANER.
If the weapon is cleaned regularly, thanks to the high pressure and the
right composition, the GUN CLEANER should rinse out any dirt.
In the case of strong and baked dirt, spray the surface with GUN
CLEANER and wait 30 seconds for it to start to dissolve the dirt. Then
use a brass brush.
Use the cloth to wipe off any remaining dirt and GUN CLEANER.
Spray the whole thing with TEFLON SPRAY. Original Teflon prevents
corrosion and fills micro-damages in metal. It is safe for plastic and
wood.
Wipe the gun gently with a cloth. Remove excess funds from sensitive
places (firing pin chamber, extractor claw) with compressed air to the
weapon.
If you need to preserve the weapon for a long time, do not wipe the
TEFLON SPRAY with a cloth - a thicker layer of the original Teflon will
remain on the weapon, protecting the weapon against corrosion and
repairing microdamage in the metal.
In the case of long arms, all working parts of the weapon (exposed to
friction) should be lubricated with TEFLON GREASE.
In the AK type rifle, lubricate the gas piston and the lock with TEFLON
GREASE - after shooting, remove the dirt and grease with a cloth.
Use GUN CLEANER to remove dirt from the thread, barrel crown and
compensator. Clean the muffler with SILENCER CLEANER. Use
GRAPHITE SPRAY on the thread to prevent sintering of the barrel and
compensator threads.

A gun bought in a store should be depreserved - the same process as
for cleaning.
Use agents dedicated to firearms. The RiflecCX - Gun Care System
guarantees you the widest range of top quality products.
It is best to clean the weapon after each shooting. It will take you 10
minutes using the RifleCX - Gun Care System.
There is no means "for everything" - if something cleans it properly, it
does not preserve it, and vice versa. The cleaning process includes,
among others, degreasing and the maintenance - application of fatty
substances - it cannot be done simultaneously.
Remove the compensator and silencer - after each shooting, cleaning
and protection against sintering with the barrel are required.
Always protect your firearm from corrosion with TEFLON SPRAY. If you
don't clean your gun without time in same way and then spray it one
more time with TEFLON SPRAY. Use special gun sponge or wire to clean
out dirt that is left inside.
Put your gun back together and 10 times distort the receiver.
Now your gun looks like new and you are ready to roll. 

OTHER WEAPON ELEMENTS

REMEMBER

Scan QR code with your phone for VIDEO
instruction on RifleCX YouTube Channel



MELEE CARE SET CONTENTS
GUN CLEANER. Safe and efficient instrument to clean sand, old dirt, burnet powder and used lubrication oil
from inside of your gun (mechanisms as well) and quick cleaning of your gun from outside. High compressed
degreasing fluid just washes away all dirt from internal and external parts of you gun in really short period
of time.

COMPRESSED AIR. Smart and easy way to blow out all wet, send, dust and extra fluids from internal and
external parts of you gun. Replaces the use of an air compressor both at home and in the field use.

TEFLON SPRAY. Doctor Teflon will help heal all scratches, scuffs and roughness on both metal and wood or
plastic of your gun. Special formula of Teflon fluid will lubricate and protect internal and external parts of
your gun and barrel from rust, water, dirt and helps to keep your gun in good shape for many years.

CLP OIL. Special synthetic gun oil will protect and lubricate all heavy duty parts of your gun that moving in
process of shooting and reloading. Together with Teflon our Oil show great results of lubricating and
keeping your gun in good condition for years.

MILITARY SOAP. Clinically tested preparation with proven heavy metal removal properties. It can be used
on the hands, the whole body and even hair. In addition, it has been enriched with moisturizing substances
that provide the skin with proper protection, without drying it and giving it a velvety smoothness.

INTRO
When writing about caring for firearms, we must
realize that it is an ordinary mechanical tool. Just as
we do not drive 100,000 km in a car without
inspection, we do not shoot for 2 years without
cleaning and maintenance. 
Neglecting the weapon results in the necessity to use
more corrosive substances or mechanical devices for
removing dirt, which may result in damage to the
oxides or the barrel.

This User Manual created especially for you, our dear
clients! 
RifleCX use best practices of chemical industry from
CX-80 to bring you all best and most efficient
practices of cleaning, maintenance and care of your
firearms, knives, etc. 
Remember, that maximum efficiency can be reached
only by using this instructions step by step only. 
In other cases your result can be unsatisfying and we
are taking no responsibility for that. 

ABOUT

RifleCX appreciate your choice of using of our cleaning
systems. We hope that using of wide range of our
great, high-end products will bring you satisfaction
and keeps your weapons and armor in perfect
condition all time of using of our care systems.

REGARDS

Tomasz KołomyjskiTomasz Kołomyjski
CEO of RifleCX

MELEE SET
SET made specially to care and clean your melee arms
such as knives, axes, multitools. This SET gives you all
tools to clean, lubricate and care about you melee
arms for future years without any issues and with
guaranteed safeties for your rifle, high efficiency of
cleaning and maintaining of your melee arms. SET is
well balanced and have all best products of RifleCX for
melee arms.

SAFETY NOTICE!
Make sure that your firearm is unloaded and safe
for cleaning. Make sure that firearm have no
bullets/rounds inside receiver, chamber and clip. 
Take clip away from your firearm. Use protective
glasses and gloves in process of gun cleaning. Don't
smoke in process of using RifleCX cleaners. Don't use
RifleCX cleaners near open fire. Some RifleCX
products are HIGH  FLAMMABLE!
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Take your multitool from the holder (sheath, case). 
If your holder made from leather - use only
COMPRESSED AIR for blowing out all dirt from inside
of it. 
If your holder made from wood, plastic, neylon - use
COMPRESSED AIR to blow out all dirt and then spray
inside of holder with WASHER untill all dirt goes out.
Then use COMPRESSED AIR one more time to blow all
extra liuid out from holder. (DON'T DO IT WITH LEATHER
HOLDERS).
Spray holder from inside and outside with TEFLON
SPRAY and wait for 30 - 45 seconds. Then use clean
towel to get all extra fluid out and to polish TEFLON
inside your holder. (DON'T DO IT WITH LEATHER
HOLDERS).
Open all blades of your multitool device and sprey
internl part of multitool with COMPRESSED AIR and
after it with GUN CLEANER to wash all dirt from
internal part of tool. Spay all blades of multitool with
GUN CLEANER to wash all dirt away.
Use clean towel and COMPRESSED AIR to take away
all dirt parts and extra liquid from internal part of tool
and blades.
Use sharpening stones or other devices for sharpening
and maintane of your blades and use CLP OIL on blade
part of arms in sharpening process (if needed) and
lubricate moving parts of tool with CLP OIL.
Use GUN CLEANER and clean towel to take away all
dirt after sharpening you melee arms. 
On dry multitool and blades (all parts) spray TEFLON
SPRAY, wait for 30-45 seconds and use clean towel to
polish your melee arms with TEFLON covering layer.
Put your multitool inside holder. Now you are ready :)
Don't forget to wash your hands with our MILITARY
SOAP after all is done!

MULTITOOL

MELEE
www.riflecx.com

Take your melee weapon from the holder (sheath,
cases). 
If your holder made from leather - use only
COMPRESSED AIR for blowing out all dirt from inside
of it. 
If your holder made from wood, plastic, neylon - use
COMPRESSED AIR to blow out all dirt and then spray
inside of holder with GUN CLEANER untill all dirt goes
out. Then use COMPRESSED AIR one more time to
blow all extra liuid out from holder. (DON'T DO IT WITH
LEATHER HOLDERS).
Spray holder from inside and outside with TEFLON
SPRAY and wait for 30 - 45 seconds. Then use clean
towel to get all extra fluid out and to polish TEFLON
inside your holder. (DON'T DO IT WITH LEATHER
HOLDERS).
Spray your melee arm with GUN CLEANER to wash all
dirt from all melee arm,
Use clean towel and COMPRESSED AIR to take away
all dirt parts and extra luid from it.
Use sharpening stones or other devices for sharpening
and maintane of your melee arms and use CLP OIL on
blade part of arms in sharpening process (if needed).
Use GUN CLEANER and clean towel to take away all
dirt after sharpening you melee arms. 
On dry melee arm spray TEFLON SPRAY, wait for 30-45
seconds and use clean towel to polish your melee arms
with TEFLON covering layer.
Put your melee arms inside holder. Now you are ready
:)
Don't forget to wash your hands with our MILITARY
SOAP after all is done!

MELEE ARMS

Scan QR code with your phone for VIDEO
instruction on RifleCX YouTube Channel


